eWant 24V DC cooker
– fit for purpose
An assessment of a 2.5 litre electric pressure cooker for
possible use on solar home systems.

While most commercially available electric pressure cookers
work on Alternating Current (AC), there has been some
discussion in the off-grid solar home system community of a
need for a Direct Current EPC. The potential market for off-grid
solar home systems that can deliver DC electrical cooking,
centres on three ideas:- Efficiency (and simplicity) of the
system, Lower power demand leading to lower discharge rates
from batteries; Cost effectiveness resulting from the above
features.
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In 2020, a new Direct Current EPC was identified, made by
the Foshan Shunde Ewant Electrical Technology Co Ltd who
market their products under the name eWant.
The stated operating voltage is 24V, the unit is a high
quality design that can operate at a wide range of voltages.
The unit behaves as one would expect, heating constantly
until pressure is reached, then self-switching off based on a
pressure switch, returning to heat occasionally to maintain
pressure. It also has a keep warm function.
The lid has a locking pin
preventing opening of the unit
during the pressure phase. It also
has safety weighted valve and
thermal fuse.

An air gap provides good
insulation for cooking
during the pressure
phase. The handle on the
lid remains cool enough to
touch.

The unit can fry onions and cook
with an open lid at 140 degrees C.
It does not have a lid locked
sensor and can cook without a lid
on any setting.

Its efficiency and cost per
capita meal is of the
same order as AC EPCs (at
an assumed tariff).

As a DC appliance it is a very welcome addition to the toolkit of
off-grid appliances that can work on solar home systems where
there is no grid connection. It can be considered an energy
efficient appliance, that utilises pressure cooking to reduce
cooking times for ’long cook’ foods such as beans.
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